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Abstract
Carbon nanofoam (CNF) is a low-density, high-surface-area material formed by aggregation of
amorphous carbon nanoparticles into porous nanostructures. We report the use of a pulsed infrared
laser to prepare CNF from a graphene oxide (GO) target material. Electron microscopy shows that
the films consist of dendritic strings which form web-like three-dimensional structures. The
conductivity of these structures can be modified by using the CNF as a nanostructured scaffold for
gold nanoparticles deposited by sputter coating, controllably increasing the conductivity by up to
four orders of magnitude. Upon decreasing humidity, the pristine CNF exhibits an increase in
resistance with a quick response and recovery time. By contrast, the gold-sputtered CNF showed
a decrease in resistance, indicating modification of the doping mechanism due to water adsorption.
The sensitivity to humidity is eliminated at the percolation threshold of the metal on the CNF.

1. Introduction

It is well understood that laser irradiation can be used to achieve the selective thermal reduction of
graphene oxide.1 The literature discusses the use of numerous laser types and processes to achieve
films of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) with sheet resistance as low as 50 Ω per square.1–4 Since
this method is inherently selective it can be used to produce patterned structures;5 such as
transistors3,6, supercapacitor electrode geometries7 and sensor devices.8 The range of laser fluences
used to reduce the GO are typically between 20 mJ/cm2 to 400 mJ/cm2. In a small window of
fluences carbon foam is created as a by-product of the reduction process.
Carbon foam is a low-density, porous form of amorphous nanostructured carbon which can be
produced in various morphologies and with different methods.9 The fundamental formation
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mechanism is described by Henley et al.10 Nanoscale carbon clusters are formed through three
processes during the GO reduction: condensation of carbon atoms within the plume of material
vaporized by the laser; direct ablation of clusters of the target material, and the subsequent
aggregation of smaller clusters. These carbon clusters then grow by the attachment of single carbon
atoms. The formation occurs outside of the initial shock wave created by the laser when ablating
the target, where the carbon starts to diffuse. Deposition within the shock wave would lead to a
dense graphitic film. The individual clusters are formed of between 15% and 45% of sp3 carbon,
with the sp3 bonding prevalent at the cluster surface; this surface structure is responsible for the
bonding between individual clusters.11 At the nanoscale the assembled clusters form a fractal
morphology, with the microscale structure having a web-like appearance.
Rode et al.11 described the formation of a fractal carbon foam, during the laser ablation of a carbon
target, with similar properties to Schwarzites. Rode et al. subsequently coined the phrase “carbon
nanofoam” (CNF) to describe this type of material.12 Munoz et al.13 reported clustered carbon foam
formation during ablation of an organometallic gold salt in air under ambient conditions, which
led to the production of a nanocomposite with gold particles enclosed within the carbon clusters.
Zani et al.14 investigated pulsed laser deposition of carbon foam onto silicon achieving a uniform
film across 1 µm2. Spanakis et al.15 investigated the use of CNF for preparation of supercapacitor
electrodes. They sputtered 2 nm thick gold layers on to the CNF electrodes to enhance their specific
capacitance up to 130 Fg-1.
The high specific surface area of the CNF makes it an ideal material for sensing applications. The
conductivity of carbon materials in sensing applications is strongly influenced by changes in
humidity.16–20 Especially in gas sensing applications humidity results in cross-talk and reduces
selectivity of the materials. In order to enhance selectivity the influence of humidity on the
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materials’ response needs to be reduced. One well known method for achieving this is the use of
metal functionalisation.21,22
In the present work, we investigate the conductivity response of pristine CNF and materials
decorated with gold nanoparticles when exposed to changes in humidity. The CNF was deposited
using a pulsed infrared laser and a GO target. Upon decreasing the humidity the conductivity of
the pristine CNF decreases due to desorption of water ions from the surface. By contrast, the
conductivity of the gold-coated CNF increases when the humidity decreases due to the reduction
of depletion regions induced by the adsorbed water on the gold coating. At the percolation
threshold of the metallic coating the two counteracting sensing mechanisms appear to cancel each
other out, making the CNF insensitive to changes in humidity.

2. Results and Discussion

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) in Figure 1a of the as-received GO material reveals a flake size
between 500 nm and 1 µm and a uniform flake thickness of 2 nm. The Raman spectra of the GO
after initial heat treatment and the rGO after laser treatment are shown in Figure 1b. Figure 1c and
1d show the window of laser fluence where CNF is formed during the reduction of the GO. In
Figure 1c the GO is heat treated to various temperatures, whereas in Figure 1d the thickness of the
deposited GO film before reduction is changed and then heat treated to 250 °C. The window of
fluence where CNF formation is observed appears to be invariant under these different
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experimental conditions. CNF is only formed in a window of fluences, independent of the substrate
processing. The sheet resistance of the rGO is not influenced by the production of the CNF. At
low fluences the laser shows no interaction with the GO. At fluences above the CNF production

Figure 1 a) AFM image of synthesized GO, b) Raman spectra of heat treated GO and laser
reduced GO, c) Sheet resistance of rGO for various fluences where the thickness of the GO was
changed, inset window shows where CNF occurring, d) Sheet resistance of rGO for various
fluences where the temperature treatment of the GO is changed, inset window shows where CNF
occurring e) Fabrication schematic of CNF on to substrate, f) SEM image of CNF deposited on
to substrate with electrodes to measure conductivity
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window the ablation threshold of the GO is overcome and clear laser ablated trenches are produced.
The process of depositing the CNF onto a transparent substrate is illustrated schematically in
Figure 1e, and the electron micrograph of Figure 1f shows material deposited on pre-patterned
electrodes.

The deposited CNF shows a web-like appearance as seen in the SEM image in Figure 2a. A
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image, shown in Figure 2b, shows the dendritic strings
which comprise the web-like structure seen at lower magnification.
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Figure 2 a) SEM image of uncoated CNF made from GO, b) TEM image
of the CNF, a fractal analysis yields a fractal dimension of 1.6, the inset
shows the transmission electron diffraction pattern showing the structure
is amorphous, c) TEM images acquired at low temperatures of rGO flake
transferred into the CNF, inset FFT shows crystalline structure of
overlapping rGO flakes d) AFM picture of a string of the uncoated CNF
structure, e) height analysis of insets in AFM image, the measured
thickness is 18 nm
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Using a low magnification TEM image (supplementary information Figure S1) a fractal
dimension of 1.6 is measured, which shows that the strings are dominant in the formation of the
overall network.
The TEM images acquired at low temperature in Figure 2c show that during the laser processing
the GO is not completely transformed into CNF but individual flakes are transferred from the
target to the substrate. The GO flakes are reduced into rGO during the transfer, and these rGO
flakes are sparsely distributed through the CNF film. During laser ablation it is common for
some parts of the material to redeposit on the laser target.23 In the case of reducing graphene
oxide not only re-deposition occurs but also a deoxygenation as locally high temperatures are
induced in a so-called laser shock hardening process.1,24 The oxygen release in the material
induces a pressure build up which can lead to exfoliation of the material being illuminated.4,25
This leads us to believe the sheets of rGO in the CNF are a result of a combined process of redeposition during the reduction of the graphene oxide and the laser induced exfoliationThe
distribution of these rGO sheets is so sparse that they are not expected to greatly influence the
conductivity of the CNF film.
The AFM micrograph of a foam sample in Figure 2d shows the cluster assembly of strings, as
seen in the TEM. The dimensions are in the nanometre regime; approximately 18 nm for the
region shown in Figure 2e. The broad, overlapping D and G modes in the Raman analysis
(Figure S2) of the foam are indicative of amorphous carbon materials.26 The dendritic growth
seen in the TEM images, the cluster formation visible in the AFM image and the web-like
structure over greater length scales in the SEM image is consistent with the explanations of CNF
growth by Rode et al.11,12 and Henley et al.10
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The structure and conductivity of the CNF can be modified by sputter coating with gold as
shown in Figure 3a. While film thickness is poorly-defined for such porous structures, thickness
measurements were performed with the focus drive of an optical microscope and an averaged
value (film thickness of 100 µm) was used for conductivity calculations. The conductivity as a
function of sputtering time is shown in Figure 3b.

Figure 3 a) Low magnification SEM of a metal-coated CNF film. b) Conductivity values over
different sputtering times with percolation fitting performed; SEM of CNF film after (c) 2 min ,
(d) 5 min of sputtering.
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The initial conductivity of the unmodified CNF material was 3 µS/m; upon coating with gold this
increased to 58 mS/m after 7 min sputtering time. We can clearly see multiple regimes in the
conductivity data of Figure 3b. Below 60 s sputtering time the CNF conductivity does not
significantly vary. SEM images of the deposited material at 15 s (Figure S3a) and at 45 s (Figure
S3b) show that the CNF maintains its “fluffy” structure, albeit sparsely decorated with gold
nanoparticles. Around 60 to 70 s we observe that the conductivity begins to increase, with the
data beyond that point resembling a power law dependence. This behaviour is characteristic of a
percolating system, with the parameter space (sputtering time) separated into below and above
percolation regimes. Figure 3c and 3d show the increase of gold coating on the CNF strings
forming a metallic network. Once the density of gold on the CNF surpasses the percolation
threshold the gold coating on the CNF begins to dominate the conductivity. The data of Figure
3b are fitted using a percolation scaling of the form 𝜎 = 𝐴(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑐 )−𝑛 + 𝜎0 ; where σ is the
conductivity; A is a pre-factor; t is the sputtering time; tc is the percolation threshold; n is the
conductivity exponent; σ0 is the baseline CNF conductivity. We find the percolation threshold
sputtering time to be 1 min, equivalent to a 3 nm thick gold layer on a flat surface.
The CNF inherently has a very high surface area which can be utilised in applications such as
sensors or supercapacitors. Figure 4a shows the initial conductivity and response of the CNF to a
change in humidity from 37 %rh to 20 %rh at different sputtering times. Figure 4b shows the time
response of the uncoated pristine CNF. We note that below the percolation threshold the sample
resistance (conductivity) increases (decreases) with decreasing humidity, with a rapid relaxation
to the initial state once the initial humidity is restored. Treating the signal as a rising followed by
a decaying exponential, we find time constants (t90, the time required to achieve 90% of the limiting
response) of 13 s for the water desorption and <1 s for the subsequent water reabsorption. Above
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the percolation threshold the opposite effect is observed, with water desorption and adsorption
occurring over significantly longer timescales; 32 s and 65 s for the desorption and recovery,
respectively. Very close to the percolation threshold, the two apparently competing behaviours
‘cancel out’ to give an extremely low response to the humidity change. Figure 4c shows an
analogous measurement to Figure 4b close to the gold percolation threshold, and Figure 4d shows
the response within the percolating regime.

Figure 4 (a) Influence of sputtering time to response of sensor and conductivity to relative humidity
change of 17 %, (b) Sensor response to a relative humidity change of 17% of uncoated sample, (c)
Sensor response a relative humidity change of 17% when sputtered for 75 sec, (d) Sensor response
a relative humidity change of 17% when sputtered for 120 sec
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The above measurements show how the network changes its sensing behaviour from a carbon
response to a metallic response. A decrease in humidity leads to a decrease in conductivity in the
amorphous carbon network as the water layer on the carbon becomes discontinuous and slows
down the H2O-H3O+ transfer. This ionic transfer is the main water sensing mechanism in carbonbased systems.27 By contrast, in the Au/CNF network where the conductivity is dominated by the
gold, the adsorbed water induces depletion zones in the gold where it is attached. Removing water
from the surface of the gold by reducing the humidity reduces the influence of the depletion zones
so the conductivity increases.28
A gold film sputtered directly onto electrodes (without the supporting CNF) with a similar
resistance as the gold and carbon nanofoam hybrid (Au/CNF) of Figure 4d results in a response of
only 7 % in the same experimental conditions. This effect can be attributed to the increased surface
area available for the water to interact with the gold in the Au/CNF network and the increased
influence of the depletion zones due to the nanometric size of the percolating gold particles.
The response of the sensors prepared to the humidity change in our experiments is high, with a
maximum response of 70 % to a change of 18 %rh in the CNF sensor and a response of 30 % in
the Au/CNF sensor. The response time of the CNF network is quicker than for the Au/CNF film
but both have an excellent recovery time. While we expect that precisely at the percolation
threshold the system itself should not be sensitive to a change in humidity, the competing effects
of both the carbon response and the gold response can be seen in the device near percolation in
Figure 4c. Lastly, we evaluate the sensitivity S of our devices, which is defined as
𝑹 − 𝑹𝟎
𝑹𝟎 × 100
𝑺=
∆%𝒓𝒉
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where R is the measured resistance, R0 is the baseline resistance, ∆%rh is the change in humidity
during the exposure. For the CNF and Au/CNF hybrids respectively we find values of 3.89 and
1.70. For this limited range of measured humidity this sensitivity can compete with or exceed
existing carbon-based humidity sensors based on a chemiresistor with DC bias.16–18,29

3. Conclusion
Carbon nanofoam has been formed as a by-product of the laser reduction of a GO precursor using
an infrared pulsed laser. CNF appears only in a small window of fluences during the reduction
process. Characterization of the CNF showed dendritic cluster assembly of carbon into fine
structures with nanometre sized features. The CNF acts as nanostructured scaffold for sputtered
gold. The metallization of the carbon structure results in a different surface doping mechanism
compared to the pristine foam. Whereas the uncoated CNF is dominated by the transfer of electrons
from the water ion transformation, the metallic structure is dominated by water induced depletion
zones within the metal. These two mechanisms lead to opposing conductivity responses in the
Au/CNF network. At percolation the two mechanisms counteract each other leading to a
suppression of the sensitivity to a change in humidity. The tunability of the conductivity together
with the high surface area may enable applications such as supercapacitors or gas sensors with
diminished sensitivity to environmental water. The response of the CNF towards a change in
humidity can compete with, or exceed, the performance of current sensors based on the same
principle.
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4. Experimental
Graphite oxide was prepared from graphite powder (Sigma Aldrich, Ref. 332461) using a modified
Hummers’ method as described elsewhere. 30,31 In brief, 170 mL of concentrated H2SO4 was added
to a mixture of graphite flakes (5.0 g) and NaNO3 (3.75 g). The mixture was vigorously stirred for
30 minutes in an ice bath. KMnO4 (25 mg) was slowly added while stirring for another 30 minutes.
The reaction was then warmed up to 35 ºC and stirred overnight. Subsequently, distilled water
(250 ml) and 30% H202 (20 mL) were slowly added in sequence. The mixture was stirred for 1
hour, filtered and washed repeatedly with 400 mL of HCl:H2O (1:10), and dried in air, thus
yielding graphite oxide. Finally, the resulting graphite oxide was dispersed in water at a
concentration of 2 mg/mL and bath sonicated for 2 hours. This led to a brown-colored dispersion
of exfoliated graphene oxide flakes.
The GO dispersion was spray deposited on to untreated soda-lime glass substrates using a handheld air brush (Badger Model XL2000). The glass substrate was placed on a hotplate to enhance
the evaporation rate of the water. Multiple spray passes were used to deposit a film with a thickness
approximately 200 nm. The sample was then placed in an oven and the temperature was ramped
to 250°C over 1.5 hours and then taken out cool at room temperature.

An MSV-101 (M-Solv Ltd, Oxford) laser materials processing machine, equipped with a 1064 nm
wavelength, nanosecond-pulsed laser (Multiwave MOPA-DY Series Pulsed Fiber Laser, set to 10
ns pulse duration and 200 kHz pulse repetition frequency) and galvoscanner was used for the GO
reduction and consequent deposition of the CNF. For the CNF fluence window determination a
frequency of 100 kHz and a mark speed of 30 mm/sec was used. For the deposition a glass
microscope slide was placed 1 mm above the GO target. The laser beam was set up to pass through
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the (transparent) slide and its 25 m focal spot was scanned over the GO partly reducing it to
reduced GO and partly ablating it which results in the deposition of CNF on to the glass. The slide
was kept stationary while the GO target was moved in by 7 µm, orthogonal to the laser scan
direction, after each pass of the beam, to expose fresh GO target material. The laser fluence was
set to 400 mJ/cm2 with a scan speed of 100 mm/s.

Samples were imaged with a Zeiss SIGMA field emission gun scanning electron microscope
(FEG-SEM) using a Zeiss in-lens secondary electron detector. The FEG-SEM working conditions
used were; 2.5 kV accelerating voltage, 20 µm aperture, and 2 mm working distance.
A Bruker Dimension Icon atomic force microscope (AFM) was used in peak force mode to
measure topography.
The Raman measurements were carried out with a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman microscope
with a 532 nm solid-state laser and a x50 objective lens (NA=0.75). GO and reduced GO were
probed with 0.6 mW and the CNF with 0.06 mW laser intensity.
Gold was sputtered using a BIO-RAD SC 510 ‘cool’ sputter coater. The current was held constant
at 20 mA, the chamber vacuum was held at a constant pressure of 0.1 mbar. The thickness was
controlled by varying the sputtering time.
Humidity measurements were performed using pressurized nitrogen and a Alicat mass flow
controller to maintain a flowrate of 500 sccm. The CNF was placed in a small measurement
chamber (200 ml volume) contacted to measure its resistance using a Keithley 2420 source meter
by applying a constant current and monitoring the voltage across the device. The baseline was
measured at ambient with an open lid, the lid was closed and the chamber purged with nitrogen
while the resistance was monitored. When the signal reached steady state the flow of nitrogen was
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interrupted and the lid opened to expose the device to ambient again. The humidity changed from
38 %rh at ambient to 20 %rh in the nitrogen environment.
The CNF was deposited onto a on the substrate mounted holey carbon grid. The shape of the
nanofoam was imaged using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) FEI Titan operating at
300 keV. Both bright field TEM and annular dark field scanning TEM modes were used.
HRTEM images were taken at a FEI Titan High-Base microscope equipped with a CEOS
CETCOR Cs objective lens corrector, working at 80 keV and a low temperature. Images were
acquired using a Gatan 626 single-tilt liquid nitrogen cryo-holder, allowing for the sample to be
kept at ~77 K while performing this study.
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S-1

Figure S1 Low magnification TEM 2D projection image for fractal dimension analysis

S-2

Figure S2 Raman analysis of carbon nanofoam

Figure S3 a) SEM of CNF sputtered with gold for 15 sec, b) 45 sec, c) 150 sec, d) 4 min
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